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In his 1985 critical essay, “The Dilemma of the Black Intellectual,” Cornel West posits, “Caught 

between an insolent American society and insouciant black community, the Afro-American who 

takes seriously the life of the mind inhabits an isolated and insulated world” (302). Building 

upon the notions that Harold Cruse asserts in his 1967 text The Crisis of the Negro Intellectual, 

West argues that the black intellectual is inherently ostracized by white and black society alike. 

For many, then, emigration overseas may in fact have been an exile conditioned by the many 

cultural and political barriers that restricted black American life. But what instead of the black 

intellectual turned expatriate, like Claude McKay, who chooses to abandon, however temporary, 

his “peripheral status” not as an escape from twentieth century cultural oppression nor a search 

for a less restricted artistic environment but rather as a necessary exile of interrogation into the 

individuality and psychology of the resolutely black self (302)? 

 

In A Long Way from Home, Claude McKay examines this very same “urge that had sent [him] 

traveling abroad”—“the instinctive and animal and purely physical pride of a black person 

resolute in being himself and yet living a simple civilized life” (244, 245). His autobiographical 

work is, then, not just an interrogation into the fundamental restlessness (what he argues is based 

in color consciousness) that necessitated this reprieve from American life but also an inquiry into 

the very concept of negritude that served as the underpinning to his greatest and most renowned 

works. This proposed paper will examine the self-interrogation and cultural criticism that Claude 

McKay offers in A Long Way from Home as an integral part of the burgeoning socio-political 

manifesto of an alternative Harlem Renaissance intellectual society. 


